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***WESTERNS, ACTION AND
ADVENTURE AUDOBOOKS
COLLECTION***
One of the best collections of action
literature is available now in audio.
The new app forms a special library with the
most interesting and exiting books. You’ll
find complicated detective stories, and
westerns, the novels full of struggle between
nature and civilization.
In the app the 19th century is still here with
its honor code, cowboys and gunfighters,
realities of American old West. if you want to
make a trip in space and in time, use the app
as time machine and make acquaintance
with the heroes.
In the new app you’ll find:
- About three thousand books
- The best sellers
- Well-known classics of westerns and
adventure
- Books for teens and children
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Hundreds of audiobooks to enjoy
Bestselling and most popular classical
action books
A gripping listening experience for all ages!

Struggle – that’s the key concept of this
fantastic not-to-miss collection of westerns,
detective and adventure books.
The reality of the Wild and Not-So-Wild West
of about 200 years ago is brought to life: the
harsh world of the frontier, an absolute moral
code, manly men shooting cheats, saloon
entertainment… Why not travel back in time
and enjoy that exciting yet dangerous lifestyle
in the comfort of your own home or car?
Besides westerns, the app library boasts a
wide range of other titles:
-

Not only westerns are in the app. The most
famous Sherlock Holmes investigations by
Arthur Conan Doyle. Novels by Jack London
and Charles Dickens. Funny stories be mark
Twain. The Jungle book by Rudyard Kipling,
and thrilling tales by Edgar Allan Poe.
Just switch on your player and enjoy.
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detective stories and thrillers by Arthur
Conan Doyle, G.K. Chesterton, Edgar Allan
Poe and other authors,
adventure stories by Jack London Rudyard
Kipling, Robert Luis Stevenson, and Mark
Twain, among others, for kids, teenagers,
and adults,
a good selection of classical action books.

Get immersed in a gripping
experience! Great for all ages.
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